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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Thirteenth Day: Thursday, November 16, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 122-30-21-17—25%W, 56%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)UNO SUENO: Blinkers made a big difference; speed, Court—fires fresh   
(#1)MY DARK SECRET: Hooks a soft crew in first start against winners 
(#5)GYPSY JANIE: Split the field for $40K in Lexington; tighter this time 
(#7)PENANCE: Exits a slow race at Penn National; start away from best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)BURGAMEISTER: First off the claim for Asmussen; back in for $30K   
(#4)CASS IN STONE: Takes a significant drop off last two; 8.5F trip suits 
(#2)FUDGE PROUD: Improved with hood for sharp barn; second off shelf 
(#3)HIGHER FACTOR: Gets needed class relief; past main track form dicey 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-2-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)MAGNANIMUS MAN: Big try w/o blinks; first off the claim for Amoss   
(#6)JUST BE FRANK: Been ambitiously spotted; drops today, gets Borel 
(#1)PICKFORD: Creeps in for a tag and turns back; post draw problematic 
(#8)TOOTHPIC: Ran well in first dirt start; has company on the front-end 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-1-8 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)MINES AND MAGIC: Chalk has a back-class advantage; loves Churchill   
(#3)POLAR RIVER: Gr. 3 SW in Dubai gets first Lasix; vulnerable off shelf? 
(#5)JULERETTE: In fine fettle for Colebrook; one-turn mile in wheelhouse 
(#2)MINER’S CAT: Took her a while to clear “2 other than” level; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-5-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)PISTONE STEEL: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; draw a concern   
(#2)TOASTING MASTER: Beaten favorite in last two, but he loves Churchill 
(#8)VACANZA: Claimed by high-percentage barn last time; likes local strip 
(#4)FUHRIOUS WARRIOR: Capable fresh; last win was for a $16K tag at CD 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-8-4 
 
 
RACE SIX—OFF TURF (8F, one-turn on main track) 
(#15)JULIA’S KITTY: Never off board on dirt; like the cutback to 1-turn   
(#10)REGAL DAME: First off claim for Maker; track kind to speed today 
(#6)SASSY SIENNA: Useful 4th in G1 stake at 20-1 in first attempt on dirt 
(#4)MISS MO MENTUM: Toss out last on “soft” turf; has experience on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 15-10-6-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)KING CORAL: Retained sharp form trying open company in last start   
(#9)ST. PADRIAG: Just won for a nickel at 21-1 15 days ago; wheeled back  
(#1)SPINNING FOR HOME: Never been in this cheap; slight stretch out a + 
(#3)OH MY GRAVY: Beaten chalk in last; strip detrimental to closers today 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-9-1-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#10)CHEEKY CHERUB: $200K fillies’ recent works are sharp; hot outfit   
(#2)CICATRIX: Sire gets precocious offspring; “bullet” gate work noted 
(#3)LESLEY MAY: Tapit filly has a consistent, gap-free public work tab 
(#4)GLITTERATI GAL: Super Saver filly sports sharp gate works at KEE 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-2-3-4 
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RACE NINE—OFF TURF (8.5F on main track) 
(#10)PINSON: 3rd in Ack Ack (G3); placed in 10-of-19 on “fast” strip   
(#5)KREWE CHIEF: Arguably better on dirt; wants a “fast” racetrack 
(#6)FIFTH TITLE: Better on grass but has a board finish on the main track 
(#8)UNITED STAND: Cleared “a other than” condition on dirt; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-5-6-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)SAFE PASSAGE: Time off agreed with him; third start of form cycle   
(#2)NEW YORK BOY: Placed in 50% of starts in 2017; exits weak heat 
(#10)SMALL TOWN HERO: Takes a significant class drop; 2-turns suits 
(#7)BENEDICTION: Contends if able to repeat effort two-back for a dime 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-10-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


